
ARDEX DS60 Decoupling Mat is an inert Butynol® membrane based decoupling system for 
‘floating’  floor tile applications. The system provides a hard wearing floor surface which can 
isolate any effects of the subfloor and at the end of its use can be easily removed without 
damaging the floor. 

UNIQUE FLOATING FLOOR TILING SYSTEM 
 Tiles and mat not permanently adhered to the substrate, eliminating damage upon   

    replacement or removal 
 Floor surface level remains as originally designed

 Tiled surface is totally isolated from any sub-floor movement

VERSATILE  
 Perfect for leased properties, commercial displays or the fashion conscious - with    

    minimal mess, damage, cost and hassle to remove or replace tiles 
 Remove limitations in creating a hardwearing tiled surface in more situations

CRACK ISOLATION 
 The ARDEX DS60 Decoupling Mat can be used as a slip membrane to isolate   

    substrate movement
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SIMPLE TO INSTALL & REMOVE simple installation of the mat, with an 
adhesive used to temporarily hold the mat to the substrate which can be washed away upon 
the removal of the system and removes ‘drumminess’. Tiling is then completed over the mat. 
Removal leaves no trace of tiled surface, and no damage to the substrate.

COST EFFECTIVE Minimal outlay during install offering maximum savings during 
removal or replacement, within commercial tenancies offers new opportunitites of choice in 
the finished floor surfaces. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Complete system specifications and recommendations 
based on our SYSTEMARDEX.

GREEN BUILDING APPLICATION A low VOC product that meets the Green 
Building Council of Australia standards.

Contact your local ARDEX branch for more information!

New Plymouth Centre City Mall New Zealand. Commercial 
application with ARDEX DS60 Decoupling Mat System        
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